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SUMMARY
Ebola virus disease is a severe hemorrhagic fever with a high fatality rate. We investigate transcriptome pro-
files at 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days after vaccination with Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo. 3 h after Ad26.ZEBOV
injection, we observe an increase in genes related to antigen presentation, sensing, and T and B cell recep-
tors. The highest response occurs 1 day after Ad26.ZEBOV injection, with an increase of the gene expression
of interferon-induced antiviral molecules, monocyte activation, and sensing receptors. This response is regu-
lated by the HESX1, ATF3, ANKRD22, and ETV7 transcription factors. A plasma cell signature is observed on
day 7 post-Ad26.ZEBOV vaccination, with an increase of CD138,MZB1, CD38, CD79A, and immunoglobulin
genes. We have identified early expressed genes correlated with the magnitude of the antibody response
21 days after the MVA-BN-Filo and 364 days after Ad26.ZEBOV vaccinations. Our results provide early
gene signatures that correlate with vaccine-induced Ebola virus glycoprotein-specific antibodies.
INTRODUCTION

Ebola virus disease (EVD) is an emerging zoonotic disease with

intermittent outbreaks in Central and West African countries.

EVD is characterized by a high fatality rate (varying between

50% and 90%)1 and limited availability of specific therapies.

Currently, two vaccines have been licensed, the Merck’s Ervebo

(rVSV-ZEBOV) and Johnson and Johnson two-dose combination

of adenovirus-based Zabdeno vaccine (Ad26. ZEBOV) and the

modified vaccinia Ankara-based Mvabea vaccine (MVA-BN-

Filo). The recombinant rVSV-ZEBOV-GP vaccine showed high

protection in a ring vaccination trial that immunized contacts and

contacts of contacts of confirmed patients in Guinea.2,3 rVSV-ZE-

BOV-GPelicits a stronganddurable antibody response that corre-

lates with the early activation of innate immunity, especially of

monocytes and type I interferon-induced genes.4–6

Preclinical studies of the Zabdeno and Mvabea two-dose im-

munization showed full protection of nonhuman primates

(NHPs) against an Ebola virus challenge.7 Phase 1/2 studies in Eu-

ropean and African adults, adolescents, and children showed

acceptable safety and tolerability of the vaccine. The Zabdeno

andMvabea two-dose vaccine elicited a strong Ebola virus glyco-

protein (GP)-specific immunoglobulin G (IgG) neutralizing anti-
Ce
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
body response, along with both CD4+ and CD8+ T cell re-

sponses.8–17 Antibodies persisted beyond 1 year, and up to 3

years, after vaccination.10,18 Among the complex immune

response, the antibody response to Ebola virus GP is an impor-

tant component of protection.9,19,20 Hence, a sustained Ebola vi-

rus GP-specific antibody response to rVSV-ZEBOV vaccination

was found to correlatewith the early activation of innate immunity,

monocytes, and type I interferon-induced genes.4–6

Ad26.ZEBOV, followed by MVA-BN-Filo vaccination, induced

the proliferation of less highly differentiated natural killer (NK)

cells, accompanied by a robust and durable antibody-dependent

NK cell response.21,22

Transcriptomic signatures have been usedasmarkers ofmech-

anisms involved in the innate and adaptive immune response

induced by several vaccines such as those against yellow fever,23

malaria,24 influenza,25,26 dengue,27 andEbola.28,29 A gene expres-

sion signature that correlates with antibody titers has also been

identified in response to the rVSVDG-ZEBOV-GP vaccine.5,28,29

In the present study, we extended these data with the analysis of

the gene expression signature of the Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-

BN-Filo vaccine regimen. Here, we performed gene expression

profiling to get an insight into the mechanisms involved in

the innate and adaptive response after the Ad26.ZEBOV and
ll Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023 ª 2023 The Authors. 1
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Figure 1. EBOVAC 2 transcriptomic study design and differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in whole blood at 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days after

Ad26.ZEBOV/MVA-BN-Filo vaccination
(A) Healthy adults (N = 50) were vaccinated with the Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo vaccines. Whole blood was harvested before each injection (Ad26.ZEBOV

baseline and MVA-BN-Filo baseline) as well as 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days after each injection.

(B–D) Venn diagrams showing the number of DEGs 3 h (B), 1 day (C), and 7 days (D) after the injections. DEGs were filtered according to a threshold of log2 FC

R0.58 and FDR-adjusted p value %0.05. 1stInj: Ad26.ZEBOV. 2ndInj: MVA-BN-Filo.

(E) Pathways that were activated or inhibited for each time point post-Ad26.ZEBOV injection as analyzed using the cluster Profiler R package. For the 3 h time

point, all genes with an FDR%0.05 (276 genes) were used for the PPI analyses. The number of samples analyzed at each time point before and after vaccinations

are reported in Table S2.
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MVA-BN-Filo vaccine regimen. The blood transcriptomic res-

ponse was analyzed at 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days post-each vaccina-

tion for 50 volunteers enrolled in a phase 2 trial conducted in

Europe, in which participants received an intramuscular injection

of Ad26.ZEBOV, followed by injection of MVA-BN-Filo at either

28, 56, or 84 days after the first vaccine (https://clinicaltrials.gov/

ct2/show/NCT02416453). In addition, we assessed whether

gene expression correlates with the antibody response up to

364 days from the first injection of the vaccine. The results provide

the first blood transcriptomic profile in response to the

Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo vaccine regimen and describe

the establishment of a gene signature associated with an efficient

and long-lasting antibody response.

RESULTS

Blood gene expression analysis shows time-dependent
innate and adaptive immune response signatures
following Ad26.ZEBOV vaccination
We investigated transcriptomic changes in the blood of 50

healthy volunteers enrolled in the EBL2001 phase 2 clinical trial

from the EBOVAC2 consortium,16 which tested the administra-

tion of the Ad26.ZEBOV vaccine as dose 1 followed by MVA-

BN-Filo as dose 2 after an interval of 28, 56, or 84 days16 (Fig-
2 Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023
ure 1A). The specific antibody responses up to day 364 were

comparable between the three intervals.16,17,30 We first looked

for changes in gene expression shortly following immunization

by differential gene expression analysis that avoids false posi-

tives in the context of this sample size.31 We identified 76,

2,413, and 460 differentially expressed genes (DEGs) (false dis-

covery rate [FDR] % 0.05 and log2 fold change [FC] R 0.58) 3

h, 1 day, and 7 days after priming relative to baseline, respec-

tively (Figures 1B–1D). By contrast, only a few genes were

differentially expressed after the injection of MVA-BN-Filo rela-

tive to the baselines of either the first or second injection. Glob-

ally, pathways detected at 3 h included receptor regulator ac-

tivity, myeloid cell homeostasis, the hemoglobin complex, and

erythrocyte differentiation, whereas interferon signaling and

Toll-like receptor cascade pathways were activated at day 1,

followed by the enrichment of genes for the adaptive immune

response, marked by B cell activation pathways at day 7

(Figure 1E).

Ad26.ZEBOV induces changes in blood gene expression
within 3 h post-administration
More in-depth analysis of the DEGs at 3 h post-first injection

(1stInj + 3 h) showed 55 of the 76 DEGs with a log2 FC R0.58 to

be upregulated, whereas 21 were downregulated, constituting

https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02416453
https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02416453


Figure 2. Heatmap and main associated pathways of DEGs at 3 h after Ad26.ZEBOV injection

(A) Heatmap of 76 DEGs with a log2 FC R0.58 3 h after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration relative to baseline.

(B) Gene regulatory network inference analysis of 230 DEGs with FDR %0.05. Red and green indicate up- and downregulated genes, respectively.

(C and D)Main clusters identified by theMolecular Complex Detection (MCODE) analysis. The number of samples used in transcriptome analysis at baseline and

3 h after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration were 50 and 49, respectively.
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the two main clusters (Figure 2A). The first cluster corresponded

to the upregulation of genes involved in the innate immune

response, suchasTLR7;CX3CR132,33; CD180, aTLR-like protein

mainly expressed on B cells, regulating proliferation and activa-

tion34; and ZNF860, a transcription factor (TF) that was recently

reported to be associated with the B cell response.35 Interest-

ingly, at this early time point, many genes encoding the B and

T cell repertoire were also upregulated, such as TRAJ18,

TRAJ6, TRAV5, TRBV28, TRBV4-1, and IGHV5-78, suggesting

rapid stimulation of T and B cells. The second main cluster was

associated with the hemoglobin complex and erythrocyte devel-

opment, such asHBM,HEMGN, andPINK1,36–38 highlighting the

role of erythrocytes in immune regulation.39–41 We next per-

formed a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network analysis to

identify the main networks associated with the DEGs 3 h post-

Ad26.ZEBOV injection using all 260 genes with an FDR %0.05

(Figure 2B), regardless of fold change. Our results highlight two

main clusters that were consistent with the changes in gene

expression described above. The first network is associated

with T cell activation, with the upregulation of key genes of the

Tcell response, suchasCD247 (T cell surfaceGPCD3zeta chain)

and PTPN6 (protein tyrosine phosphatase non-receptor type 2),

and those of antigen-presenting cells, such as HLA-DRB1,

HLA-DPB1, HLA-DRA, and HLADPA1 (Figure 2C). The second

network (Figure 2D) included downregulated genes of erythro-

cytes (HBG1, HBM, HBG2, HBQ1, AHSP, SLC4A1, and ALAS2).
Ad26.ZEBOV induces innate immune and stress
responses within 1 day post-administration
Next, we examined the transcriptomic changes at day 1 post-in-

jection of Ad26.ZEBOV. Among the 2413 DEGs with a log2

FC R0.58 relative to baseline, 795 were upregulated and 1,618

were downregulated. The results of the pathway analysis using

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software and based on the signifi-

cance of the enrichment (corrected p value) with the predicted

activated or inhibited function (positive and negative Z scores,

respectively) are shown in Figure 3A. Globally, the main inhibited

pathways corresponded to stress and protein translation,

including eukaryotic initiation factor 2 (EIF2), mTOR, and the

regulation of eiF4 and p7056K signaling. Viruses require host-cell

components to replicate and can utilize the cell’s translational

machinery, including eIF4F.42 In contrast, pathways related to

innate immune activation, including interferon (IFN) signaling,

pattern recognition receptors, TREM1 signaling, the inflamma-

some, and dendritic cell maturation were predicted to be acti-

vated. Similarly, we also observed the upregulation of eukaryotic

translation initiation F2 alpha kinase 2 (EIF2AK2), which encodes

protein kinase R (PKR), a pattern recognition receptor that medi-

ates antiviral responses.43 Globally, these changes reflect fea-

tures of Ad26 vaccine vector responses, which were confirmed

by PPI analysis (Figure 3B). We identified three significant sub-

networks selected from the 434 genes, of which the functions

were mainly associated with eukaryotic translation elongation
Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023 3



Figure 3. Pathways associated with DEGs on day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection

(A) Top canonical pathways associated with 2413 DEGs with a log2 FCR0.58 observed at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection relative to baseline as determined

using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis software. The Z score predicts the activation (Z score R 2) or inhibition (Z score % �2) of pathways.

(B) Gene regulatory network inference analysis of 2,413 genes. Red and green indicate up- and downregulated genes, respectively.

(C–E)Main clusters identified by theMCODE analysis. Up- and downregulated genes are represented in red and green, respectively. The number of samples used

in transcriptome analysis at baseline and day 1 after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration were 50 and 47, respectively.
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(Figure 3C) and IFN signaling (Figures 3D and 3E). Of note, we

observed strong upregulation of the XRN1 gene (50-30 exoribonu-
clease 1), known for its role as a decay factor, which was recently

shown to be associated with antiviral activity against RNA

viruses.44 In parallel, Ad26.ZEBOV induced the upregulation of

genes induced by IFNs, such as TFs (IRF9, IFI6, IFIT5, and

IFIT1); nucleic acid sensors (DDX58 and DHX58); oligoadenylate

synthases (OAS3 [20-50-oligoadenylate synthetase 3] and

OAS2), which are double-stranded (ds) RNA-activated enzymes;

an antiviral enzyme (RSAD2 [radical S-adenosyl methionine

domain-containing 2]); and an IFN-stimulated gene (USP18) (Fig-

ure 3D). Finally, we noted the upregulation of EIF2AK2, HERC5

[HECT and RLD domain-containing E3 ubiquitin protein ligase

5], and HERC6, which mediates ISGylation in response to IFN

stimulation,45 and IFITM3, which belongs to the family of IFN-in-

duced antiviral proteins (Figure 3E). The prediction of cell

populations through the deconvolution of DEGs at day 1 showed

significant enrichment of memory T and B cells, M1 andM2mac-

rophages, and activated dendritic cells (DCs). By contrast, naive

B cells and M0 macrophages were less abundant (Figure S1).

Next, we sought to analyze the main longitudinal changes in

gene expression at various time points following heterologous

vaccination. We observed major changes in gene expression
4 Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023
at day 1 after each vaccination, with the highest number of

DEGs following Ad26.ZEBOV injection. Two contrasting profiles

of genes encoding the cytokine response were observed on day

1 (Figure 4A). The first profile consisted of downregulated

proinflammatory genes: IL-32, CCL5, CXCL8, IL23A, CXCL6,

CXCL1, and CCL28.46 The second profile included upregulated

genes encoding IFN-stimulated genes (CXCL9, CXCL11, and

CXCL10) and monocyte and lymphocyte chemoattractants,

such as CCL1 (monocyte chemoattractant protein 1), CCL2,

CCL8, and CCL7. The expression of cytokine genes was highest

at day 1 post-first injection relative to other time points

(Figure 4B).

As cytokines trigger the immune response through binding

to membrane receptors expressed on immune cells, we also

looked for changes in receptor gene expression on day 1 (Fig-

ure 4C). The most highly upregulated receptor was interleukin-

31 receptor A (IL-31RA), the receptor of IL-31, a cytokine

primarily secreted by activated helper T cells.47,48 IL-31RA is

mainly expressed by immune cells, such as activated mono-

cytes, macrophages, and DCs.47,48 In addition, many members

of the FcgR family genes (FCER1A, FCER1G, FCGR1B,

FCGR2B, FCGR2C, FCGR3A, and FCGR3B) were also upregu-

lated, showing the strong involvement of myeloid cells, probably



Figure 4. DEGs of encoded cytokines, receptors, and enzymes on day1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection

(A) Top genes encoding cytokines at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

(B) Heatmap of the kinetics of expression of top DEGs encoding cytokines at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection relative to baseline. Ad26.ZEBOV injection (1stInj).

MVA-BN-Filo injection (2ndInj).

(C) Top upregulated genes encoding receptors on day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

(D) Heatmap of the kinetics of expression of top DEGs encoding receptors at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection relative to baseline. Ad26.ZEBOV injection (1stInj).

MVA-BN-Filo injection (2ndInj).

(E) Top upregulated genes encoding enzymes on day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

(F) Heatmap of the kinetics of expression of top DEGs encoding receptors at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection relative to baseline. Ad26.ZEBOV injection (1stInj).

MVA-BN-Filo injection (2ndInj). Up- and downregulated genes are indicated in red and green, respectively. The number of samples used in transcriptome analysis

at baseline and day 1 after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration were 50 and 47, respectively.
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triggered by immune complexes generated during the immuni-

zation.49 Furthermore, many genes encoding pathogen-recogni-

tion receptors were overrepresented, such as macrophage and

DC receptors with collagenous structure (MARCO), macrophage

scavenger receptor 1 (MSR1), CD36, and Toll-like receptor 7

(TLR7), an endosomal sensor that recognizes viral single-

stranded RNA (ssRNA), expressed mainly on plasmacytoid

DCs.50,51 Interestingly, MARCO is associated with adenovirus

infection in mice and efficient innate virus recognition through

the cytoplasmic DNA sensor cGAS, leading to strong proinflam-

matory responses.52 Of note, a number of these genes were

highly upregulated on day one after the first and second injec-

tions, such as IL31RA, PRLR, IFITM1, IL15RA, FCGR1A,

FCGR1B, TLR7, MICB, SCARB2, CLEC6A, NGFR, FAS, and

SCARF1, expressed on presenting DCs.53 The expression of re-

ceptor genes was highest on day 1 post-first injection and did

not reach the same level on day 1 after the second injection

(Figure 4D).

On the other hand, as immunometabolism has an important

role in the establishment and regulation of the innate and adap-

tive immune response, we looked for the most highly upregu-

lated genes encoding enzymes (Figure 4E). We observed a
higher response on day 1 after injection with the Ad26.ZEBOV

than with the MVA-BN-Filo vaccine (Figure 4F), with the upregu-

lation of antiviral genes, such as RSAD254; OAS3, which inhibits

viral replication through the activation of RNaseL55; and HERC5,

which has a fundamental role in ISGylating viral proteins, leading

to the inhibition of viral replication.56 In parallel, we observed the

upregulation of regulatory genes, such as IDO1 (indoleamine

2,3-dioxygenase 1), an IFN type I (IFN-I)- and IFN-II-induced

enzyme,57 that is a checkpoint controller with a suppressive

function on innate and adaptive immunity through catabolism

of the amino acid tryptophan; TGM1 (transglutaminase 1), which

activates molecular signatures of antimicrobial and innate de-

fense responses in skin when downregulated58; and CD274, a

gene that encodes an immune inhibitory receptor that inhibits

T cell activation and cytokine production, preventing a delete-

rious immune response.59 Globally, these analyses highlight

the finely tuned balance between the regulation of viral vector

replication and the avoidance of an immune over-response to

the vaccine.

Next, we identified changes in gene expression of key TFs that

regulate the early steps of the immune response from day 1 after

Ad26.ZEBOV injection (Figure 5A). In particular, the analyses
Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023 5



Figure 5. Top upregulated DEGs encoding transcription factors on day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection

(A) Top upregulated DEGs encoding TFs on day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

(B) Heatmap of the kinetics of expression of top DEGs encoding TFs at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection relative to baseline. Ad26.ZEBOV injection (1stInj). MVA-

BN-Filo injection (2ndInj).

(C and D) PPI network of HESX1 (C) and of ANKRD22 (D) TFs. PPIs were analyzed using STRING software, showing the kinetics of gene expression at baseline, 3

h, and 1 and 7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV injection. Up- and downregulated genes are indicated in red and green, respectively. The number of samples used in

transcriptome analysis at baseline and day 1 after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration were 50 and 47, respectively.
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revealed theoverexpressionof fourmain TFs, includingHESXho-

meobox 1 (HESX1), a homeobox transcriptional repressor,60 ex-

pressed in activated monocyte-derived DCs61; activating TF3

(ATF3), which can modulate the expression of a variety of genes

to limit excessive inflammation62; ankyrin repeat domain 22

(ANKRD22), which mediates the host defense against viral infec-

tion through theSTING signaling pathway63; and ETS variant TF 7

(ETV7), an IFN-stimulated gene involved in hematopoiesis and

antiviral responses.64 The upregulation of TFs was stronger on

day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV than after MVA-BN-Filo vaccination

(Figure 5B). To obtain further insight into the molecular mecha-

nisms of TF activity at each time point (baseline, 3 h, 1 day, and

7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV injection), we first generated a

PPI network for the HESX1 and ATF3-ANKRD22 TF axis

(Figures 5C and 5D). The highest observed expression of

HESX1 was on day 1 and corresponded with lower expression

ofTLE3,TLE1,HDAC1,AXIN2, and LRP6 andwith higher expres-

sionofTCF7L2andWNT6 (Figure 5C) This patternwas invertedat

3 h, with HESX1 expression lower than that of the other genes.

Interestingly, on day 7, this pathway profile had returned to base-

line expression (Figure 5C). The second important TFs engaged

at day 1 post-vaccination consisted of the ANKRD22-BATF2-

IRF1-ATF3-MAPK3network axis (Figure 5D),which also interacts

with FOSandJUN,members ofAP-1 transcriptional complexes.9

Similarly, ATF3 plays a key role in regulating immune responses
6 Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023
and maintaining normal host defenses.65 We have also identified

ETV7 as an important TF engaged at day 1 post-vaccination. PPI

analysis showed that ETV7 is connected to ETV6 and KLF11,

which are also overexpressed at day 1 after Ad26.ZEBOV injec-

tion (Figure S2). ETV7 and ETV6 have been demonstrated to

play key roles in hematopoiesis, particularly in maintenance of

hematopoietic stemcells and control of lineage-specific differen-

tiation.66 Recently, ETV7 was reported as playing an important

role as a negative regulator of the IFN-I response.64 Interestingly,

albeit of lower magnitude, a similar profile of transcriptomic

changes was also observed on day 1 post-MVA-BN-Filo injec-

tion, highlighting day 1 as a key endpoint for the analysis of tran-

scriptomic changes associatedwith the response to vaccination.

Aside from these TFs,many otherswere also upregulated,mainly

IFN-induced factors, suchas IFI16, IRF1, IRF5, IRF7, and IRF9, as

well as the zinc-finger proteins ZNF366, ZNF496, ZNF649,

ZNF684, and ZNFX1, which are involved in the regulation of

multiple steps of RNA metabolism and the immune response by

targeting mRNA for degradation and thus modulation signaling

pathways.67

Ad26.ZEBOV induces changes in B cell gene expression
within 7 days after administration
On day 7 post-Ad26.ZEBOV injection, we found 460 DEGswith a

log2 FC R0.58 relative to baseline (25 downregulated and 435



Figure 6. DEGs at 7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV vaccination

(A) Venn diagram showing the number of DEGs on day 7.

(B) Pathways associated with 460 DEGs with a log2 FC R0.58 as analyzed by Metascape software.

(C) Main plasma B cell markers of DEGs on day 7.

(D) Cell deconvolution analysis of 460 DEGs on day 7 after Ad26.ZEBOV administration. The cell composition was inferred using the CIBERSORT algorithm

implemented in the tidybulk package in R Bioconductor. The medians of the frequencies of immune cells are shown in the boxplots. The boxes represent the

interquartile range (IQR), and the whiskers represent the largest and smallest values. Only cell populations that showed a significative difference between groups

(*Welch t test p % 0.05) are displayed.

(E) Weighted coexpression network obtained from the MCODE of DEGs on day 7 that allow visualization of the significant gene modules in the network. Up- and

downregulated genes are depicted in red and green, respectively.

(F) Immunoglobulin isotype DEGs on day 7 after Ad26.ZEBOV administration.

(G) Heatmap of the kinetics of expression of DEGs at day 7 encoding IGHV chains. Ad26.ZEBOV injection (1stInj). MVA-BN-Filo injection (2ndInj). The number of

samples used in transcriptome analysis at baseline and day 7 after Ad.26.ZEBOV administration were 50 and 44, respectively.
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upregulated), whereas very few DEGs were found on day 7 after

MVA-BN-Filo injection relative to either the baseline of the

Ad26.ZEBOV or the MVA-BN-Filo injection (Figure 6A). Pathway

enrichment analysis showed the B cell adaptive immune

response to be the most predominant, followed by phagocytosis

and mitotic cell division (Figure 6B). Among the upregulated

DEGs (Figure 6C), many encode proteins associated with B

and plasma cells, such as TNFRSF13B, which has a crucial

role in humoral immunity by interacting with two members of

the TNF family, BAFF and APRIL, and by driving the differentia-

tion of B cells into long-lived plasma cells,68 TNFRSF17, which

is expressed in mature B lymphocytes and encodes the ligand

of TNFRSF13, marginal zone B and B1 cell specific protein

(MZB1),69 and CD79A, a B cell antigen receptor complex, as

well as CD38, a cell activation marker.70 Interestingly, we

observed increased expression of the novel tumor-suppressor

KLHL14 (Kelch-like family member 14) gene, of which the protein

promotes the ubiquitylation of B cell receptor (BCR) subunits and

decreases the stability of immature BCR forms in the endo-
plasmic reticulum, thus reducing BCR levels associated with

plasma cell differentiation. This mechanism is crucial for control-

ling the central functions of the BCR during the development and

activation of normal B cell subpopulations during the immune

response to vaccines.71 This was supported by deconvolution

analysis,72 confirming the increase in the plasma cell population

(t test % 0.05) at day 7 post-Ad26.ZEBOV injection (Figure 6D).

Subsequently, we performed PPI analysis of the 460 DEGs.

The most significant cluster to emerge from Molecular Complex

Detection (MCODE) analysis (Figure 6E) was enriched for genes

encoding proteins that are central orchestrators of the molecular

mechanism of endoplasmic reticulum activity during Ig produc-

tion, such as PDIA4 and PDIA6,73 HSPA5, and HSP90B1, heat

shock proteins that play an important role in B cell function by

maintaining protein homeostasis in the endoplasmic reticulum

and binding to Igs.74 Overall, these findings indicate that, on

day 7, the Ad26.ZEBOV response includes the endoplasmic re-

ticulum (ER) machinery to allow the production and secretion of

copious amounts of Igs.75 This was confirmed by the enrichment
Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023 7



Figure 7. Genes correlating with the magnitude of antibody response at 364 days post-Ad26.ZEBOV and 21 days post-MVA-BN-Filo vac-

cinations
(A) DEGs at 3 h, day 1, and day 7 that correlate with the magnitude of antibody response at 364 days after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

(B) DEGs at 3 h, day 1, and day 7 that correlate with the magnitude of antibody response at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection. The downregulated and up-

regulated DEGs were expressed in log2 FC as compared with before vaccination and are displayed in blue and red, respectively. Lasso analysis was performed

using the 100 most modulated DEGs (FDR-adjusted p% 0.05, ranked by FC) at a given time point as potential correlates. The Lasso coefficient (shown on the x

axis) is interpreted like a regression coefficient.
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of genes coding for the B cell repertoire, as 193 Ig genes were

upregulated. The antibody response to Ad26.ZEBOV was repre-

sented by IGHG1, IGHA1, IGHM, IGHG2, IGHG4, and IGHA2 iso-

types (Figure 6F). The response of the IGHV genes over time

highlights the fact that certain IGHV genes were strongly upregu-

lated at day 7 after the injection of Ad26.ZEBOV, as well as of

MVA-BN-Filo (Figure 6G), whereas others were less highly ex-

pressed at day 7 after MVA-BN-Filo injection. Interestingly,

within the bimodal IGHV response, we observed IGHV3_13

and IGHV3_15, which were already shown as associated with

Ebola virus GP neutralizing antibody response,9,76,77 as well as

novel IGHV genes, such as IGHV2_5, IGHV6_1, and IGHV2_70.

On the contrary, IGHV3_48, IGHV5_51, IGHV1_24, and

IGHV1_69_2 did not peak 7 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection.

Of note, IGHV3_48 was also induced 3 h after the first injection.

DEGs at 3 h and 1 and 7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV
administration were associated with antibody response
levels
The Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo regimen induced a robust

antibody response, as demonstrated in the EBL2001 clinical

trial16 where the total IgG Ebola virus GP-specific binding anti-

body concentrations were measured by the use of an Ebola

virus GP Filovirus Animal Non-Clinical Group ELISA at Q2 Solu-

tions Laboratories (San Juan Capistrano, CA, USA).16,78,79 The

kinetics of the specific IgG binding antibody response to the

GP of the Ebola Zaire virus (Mayinga variant) started at a me-

dian of 18 (interquartile range: 18–18) ELISA units/mL before in-

jection of Ad26.ZEBOV, increased to 599 (350–1,240) ELISA
8 Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023
units/mL on the day of the MVA-BN-Filo injection, peaked at

8,185 (4,745–11,708) ELISA units/mL 21 days following the

MVA-BN-Filo boost, and persisted at 1,033 (647–2,087)

ELISA units/mL on day 364. We observed a similar antibody

response profile when the data were expressed as the geo-

metric mean with accompanying 95% confidence interval

(Table S1). The vaccine-induced antibody response exhibited

a strong neutralization ability as measured by pseudovirion

neutralization assay at Monogram (San Francisco, CA,

USA).16 Furthermore, there were strong correlations between

GP-binding antibody concentrations and neutralizing antibody

titers measured after completion of the two-dose vaccination

regimen.16 We applied a Lasso approach80 to identify changes

in gene expression at 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV

injection associated with the total IgG Ebola virus GP-specific

response. We identified genes that correlated with the antibody

response 1 year after the Ad26.ZEBOV vaccine injection (Fig-

ure 7A). Indeed, at 3 h, the downregulated WD repeat domain

45 pseudogene 1 (WDR45P1) was positively correlated with

the antibody response at 364 days after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.

In contrast, the upregulated CD36 and CD101 genes were

negatively correlated with this antibody response. At day 1,

we identified HESX1, IFN alpha inducible protein 27 (IFI27),

and ATF381 as the genes that positively correlated with the anti-

body response at 1 year after the first vaccination. At day 7, the

best-correlating genes with the response at 1 year were asso-

ciated with the plasma cell response and consisted of the Ig

heavy and light variable genes IGHV3_13, IGHV2_5, and

IGLV1_47.
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Furthermore, we also identified the CD101 followed by CD36,

Ras association (RalGDS/AF-6) and pleckstrin homology do-

mains 1 (RAPH1), zinc-finger protein 860 (ZNF860), and

IGHV5_78 genes at 3 h after Ad26.ZEBOV injection as the top

negative correlates with the magnitude of the GP-specific anti-

body response at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection (Fig-

ure 7B). Inversely, the purinergic receptor P2X4 (P2RX4) and

muscle blind-like splicing regulator 3 (MBNL3) were the best

positive correlates with the magnitude of the antibody response

at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection. Similarly, the expression

at day 1 of guanylate-binding protein 1 (GBP1), HESX1, IFN-

induced protein with tetratricopeptide repeats 3 (IFIT3),

and OAS-like (OASL) positively correlated with the antibody

response at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection. On day 7, the

most positively correlated gene expression was the cell division

cycle-associated 2 (CDCA2) gene.

DISCUSSION

We aimed to identify gene signatures following a heterologous

two-dose regimen with the Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo vac-

cines in healthy volunteers enrolled in the randomized phase 2

EBL 2001 EBOVAC study (https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/

NCT02416453). The results highlight the main early mechanisms

that govern the establishment of efficient innate and adaptive im-

mune responses to Ebola virus GP. Globally, the transcriptional

responses to both vaccines peaked at day 1 post-injection, with

a stronger transcriptional response after the Ad26.ZEBOV than

MVA-BN-Filo injections. We observed significant changes in

expression of genes relative to the status before vaccination

within as little as 3 h after Ad26.ZEBOV injection, which reached

its maximum on day 1 and included genes encoding molecules

associated with the innate immune response, preceding a strong

plasma cell signature on day 7. These observations are in agree-

ment with the results of comparative analysis of immunity to 13

vaccines, showing that most vaccines induce innate immunity

and plasmablast signatures at days 1 and 7 after vaccination,

respectively.82 We also identified gene expression signatures

at 3 h and 1 and 7 days after Ad26.ZEBOV injection, which corre-

lated with the magnitude of the vaccine antibody response to

Ebola virus GP up to 1 year from the baseline. Our study demon-

strates that early events post-vaccine injection are critical to pro-

vide insights into the molecular mechanism that may be associ-

ated with robust and protective immunity. 3 h after Ad26.ZEBOV

injection, we observed changes in genes involved in erythropoi-

esis, which could indicate a role for these cells in vaccine

responses since red blood cells can regulate inflammation by

binding cytokines and chemokines or by regulating immune cells

directly.83,84 We also observed increased expression of many

alpha and beta TCR clone genes (TRAJ18, TRAJ6, TRAV5,

TRBV28, TRBV4-1), supporting the hypothesis of either the

activation of pre-existent adenovirus-specific memory T cell

subsets85,86 or of cross-reactive T cells to other vaccines, such

as influenza.87 This observation is consistent with the observed

increased B cell gene expression, also suggesting an expansion

of cross-reactivememory B cell responses to adenoviruses. This

hypothesis was supported by the upregulation of two genes,

CD180 and ZNF860, reported to be potent factors involved in
B cell activation and antibody maturation,35,88,89 and increased

levels of IGHV3_48 and IGHV3_39 transcripts, which were previ-

ously reported to belong to the adeno-associated virus (AAV)

memory B cell IgG gene repertoire,90 showing the potential

involvement of adenoviral cross-reacting memory B cells within

3 h in the response to the Ad26.ZEBOV vaccine. This set of

events associated with the early responses to Ad26.ZEBOV led

to a substantial transcriptional change at day 1. Some of these

changes, such as the activation of IFN signaling, were not

specific to the Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-BN-Filo vaccine regimen

and are consistent with the response observed with Merck’s

Ervebo (rVSV-ZEBOV)28,29,91 vaccine and with yellow fever,92

HIV,93 influenza,25 and malaria24 vaccines. Thus, our results

are consistent with a recent work that compared the signatures

of several vaccines and showed that there is a substantial set of

common signatures, demonstrating the use of similar immuno-

logical pathways by various vaccines with different composition

and antigens.82 Here, we extended these data, highlighting a fine

balance between these responses and waning of the inflamma-

tory response, as illustrated by the inhibition of transcription of

granulocyte-related cytokines, such as CXCL6, CXCL8, and

CXCL1, and the upregulation of IL-31RA, of which the ligand is

IL-31, a cytokine secreted by activated T cells, especially T help-

er (Th)2 cells.47,48 Interestingly, this response was accompanied

by the transcriptional inhibition of translation initiation genes,

which could be the consequence of the upregulation of IFN-stim-

ulated genes (ISGs), such as 20-50-oligoadenylate synthetase,

which leads to perturbation of the translational machinery as

an antiviral mechanism to limit host and viral mRNA transla-

tion.94,95 In accordance with these observations, the upregula-

tion of eIF2AK2 observed at day 1 was associated with the

downregulation of several ribosomal protein-encoding genes

and, consequently, the inhibition of transcription of genes

involved inmTOR and eIF4/p70S6K signaling. These data under-

line the prominence of the mTOR, EIF2, and eIF4/p70S6K axis in

the establishment and regulation of the innate immune response

to vaccines.

To better understand the regulatory mechanisms involved in

the establishment of the immune response to Ad26.ZEBOV, it

was essential to monitor the modulation of the expression of

TFs at early time points. On day 1 post-Ad26.ZEBOV injection,

we observed increased expression of several TFs regulating

the IFN-induced genes as well as an overexpression of the four

TFs, HESX1, ATF3, ANKRD22, and ETV7. Consistent with this

finding, upregulation of HESX1 was previously observed at day

1 post-rVSV-ZEBOV injection5 and following malaria vaccina-

tion.24 In our data, the upregulation of HESX1 at day 1 was asso-

ciated with switching off the Wnt signaling cascade (LE3, TLE1,

HDAC1, TCF7L2, AXIN2, LRP6, and WNT6), which is a determi-

nant of the fate of immune cell populations. The second impor-

tant TFs engaged on day 1 consisted of ANKRd22 and ATF3,

which also interact with FOS and JUN, members of the AP-1

transcriptional complexes involved in a variety of cellular pro-

cesses, regulation of the immune system,9,96,97 and responses

to DNA and RNA viruses.63

Aside from the innate response, the adaptive immune

response signature was observed on day 7 after Ad26.ZEBOV

vaccination, as shown by the upregulation of many plasma cell
Cell Reports 42, 113101, September 26, 2023 9
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markers, as well as that of genes encoding IG heavy chains.70

This was confirmed by CIBERSORT, showing enrichment of

the plasma cell population, consistent with the enrichment of

transcripts of the IGHV gene family over time and the expansion

of polyclonal B cell responses on day 7 post-Ad26.ZEBOV

administration. Such a high level of expression precluded the

observation of significant secondary enrichment post-MVA-

BN-Filo injection. Interestingly, included in the bimodal IGHV

response, we noted the presence of IGHV3_13 and IGHV3_15,

which are reported to be associated with specific response

to Ebola virus antigens,76 as well as novel transcripts in the

Ebola virus IGHV response, such as IGHV2_5, IGHV6_1, and

IGHV2_70. The plasma cell signature was not restricted to con-

ventional plasma cell markers and IGH genes but also included

enrichment of transcripts for genes involved in the ERmachinery

that drive the production and secretion of IGs, as shown by the

PPI analysis of DEGs on day 7 after Ad26.ZEBOV injection.98

Furthermore, we observed increased expression of the novel tu-

mor-suppressor KLHL14, which promotes the ubiquitylation of

BCR subunits and decreases the stability of immature BCR

forms in the endoplasmic reticulum, thus reducing BCR levels.

This mechanism is crucial for controlling the functions of the

BCR in the development and activation of normal B cell subpop-

ulations during the immune response to vaccines.71 In addition,

the upregulation of genes essential for B cell development, such

as TNFRSF17 and TNFRSF13B,69 which interact with two

members of the TNF family, BAFF and APRIL, to drive the differ-

entiation of B cells into long-lived plasma cells,68 confirms the

capacity of Ad26.ZEBOV injection to elicit a long-lasting

antibody response. One unique aspect of this study was the

identification of changes in gene expression at early time points

after the Ad26-ZEBOV injection that correlated with the magni-

tude of vaccine-elicited antibody responses at day 21 post-

MVA-BN-Filo and at 1 year post-Ad26.ZEBOV. For this, we car-

ried out a Lasso approach. We identified the CD101 and CD36

genes at 3 h as being negatively correlated, and P2RX4 and

MBNL3 as being positively correlated, with the magnitude of

the antibody response at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection.

Similarly, GBP1, HESX1, and IFIT3 gene expressions at day 1

were positively correlated with the magnitude of the antibody

response at 21 days after MVA-BN-Filo injection. On day 7, the

most highly correlated gene was CDCA2, a member of cell-cy-

cle-related proteins that was associated with upregulation of

immune checkpoints and regulation of immune response.99

Although more challenging, we were able to identify the

genes associated with the antibody response 364 days after

Ad26.ZEBOV administration.

We showed that increases in CD36 and CD101 gene abun-

dance were also correlated with response at day 364. Similarly,

on day 1, we identified several correlates, including HESX1,

IFI27, and ATF3 as the three best positive correlates of the anti-

body response at 1 year after the first vaccination. Of note,

HESX1 was associated with the antibody magnitude both at

21 days post-MVA-BN-Filo and at 364 days after Ad26.ZEBOV,

highlighting the pivotal role of the cell-fate decision at early time

points after vaccination in determination of the short- and long-

term antibody titers. This confirms the key regulatory role of

HESX1 in the framework of Wnt signaling and in the innate im-
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mune response to Ad26.ZEBOV. On day 7, genes correlated

with antibody response at day 364 corresponded to B cell and

plasma cell responses. The most important markers were repre-

sented by IGHV3_13, IGHV2_5, and IGLV1_47. However, we did

not identify the IFN-pathway-related gene IP-10 (CXCL10) as a

best-of-class gene that correlates with the vaccine-induced anti-

body response, as reported for the early innate immune response

to the rVSV-ZEBOV vaccine in humans.5 Interestingly, both a

common prevaccination and an early time-adjusted post-vacci-

nation gene-signature-predicting antibody response were

observed across several vaccines,82,100 demonstrating that var-

iations in the transcriptional state of the innate immune response

can be an essential determinant of responsiveness to vaccina-

tion.Overall, our study identified genes committed to the immune

response to theAd26.ZEBOV vaccine,which strengthens our un-

derstanding of viral-vector vaccinemechanisms. Finally, our pre-

dictive genes of antibody responses remain to be validated on

other vaccines. The identification of molecules of vaccine

responsiveness provides new targets to modulate for increasing

the effectiveness of vaccines.
Limitations of the study
This study had limitations. We used RNA sequencing data to

infer cell composition in blood at days 1 and 7 after the first injec-

tion of the vaccine, without confirmation of the cell population

based on cell phenotypic analysis. One limitation was the lack

of information about Ad26 vector-specific antibody titers before

vaccination in volunteers included in this trial. Therefore, we

could not discriminate responses against the vector and

the Ad26.ZEBOV. Likewise, the absence of a control group

receiving blank viral vector injection did not allow us to make a

comparison with the response stimulated by Ebola virus GP in

viral vectors.
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Biological samples

Human blood from healthy volunteers Seven hospitals in France (Creteil, Lyon,

Paris, Rennes, Saint-Etienne, Strasbourg,

and Tours)

Patient information is available in Table S1

Monovalent Ad26.ZEBOV expressing the

GP of the Ebola Zaire virus (Mayinga variant)

and multivalent MVA-BN-Filo expressing

the GP of the Sudan and Zaire Ebola viruses

and Marburg virus, together with Tai Forest

virus nucleoprotein

Janssen Vaccines and Prevention B.V., the

Netherlands and Bavarian Nordic, Denmark

Johnson and Johnson Zabdeno� vaccine

(Ad26. ZEBOV) and Mvabea� vaccine

(MVA-BN-Filo)

Critical commercial assays

TempusTM Blood RNA tubes ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 4342792

TempusTM Spin RNA Isolation Kit ThermoFisher Scientific Cat# 4380204

GLOBINclearTM- Human Kit Invitrogen Cat# 10402478

NEBNext single cell/low input RNA library

prep kit for Illumina

NEBNext Biolab Cat# E6420L

Illumina HiSeq SR Cluster Kit v4 cBot Illumina Cat# GD-401-4001

Illumina HiSeq SBS Kit v4 Illumina Cat# FC-401-4002

Ebola virus GP Filovirus Animal Non-Clinical

Group ELISA at Q2 Solutions Laboratories

Q2 Solutions Laboratories

Pollard et al.16

Logue et al.78

Kennedy et al.79

Q2 Solutions Laboratories

Deposited data

Raw and analyzed data This paper The data generated in this publication have

been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression

Omnibus and are accessible through GEO:

GSE232633. (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.

gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE232633)

Human reference transcriptome hg18 Genome Reference Consortium Human

Build 38

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/

GCF_000001405.26/

Annotation model

‘‘hsapiens_gene_ensembl’’

Genome Reference Consortium Human

Build 38 on BiomaRt R package

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/assembly/

GCF_000001405.26/

Software and algorithms

R package biomaRt v2.42.1 Durinck et al.101 https://bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/biomaRt.html

Salmonv0.8.2 Patro et al.102 https://github.com/COMBINE-lab/Salmon

MultiQC v1.4 Ewels et al.103 https://github.com/ewels/MultiQC

Dearseq package Gauthier et al.31 https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/

articles/PMC7676475/

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis QIAGEN https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/

products/ingenuity-pathway-analysis

Cluster Profiler R package Yu et al.104 http://bioconductor.org/packages/release/

bioc/html/clusterProfiler.html

ggplot2 R package Wickham105 https://ggplot2.tidyverse.org

CIBERSORT- tidybulk package in R

Bioconductor

Mangiola106 https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/tidybulk.html

https://cibersortx.stanford.edu/

STRING database v11.5 Szklarczyk et al.107 http://string-db.org

Cytoscape version 3.8.2 Shannon et al.108 https://cytoscape.org/
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MCODE Cytoscape App Bader et al.109 https://apps.cytoscape.org/apps/mcode

glmnet R package v.4.2.6 Friedman et al.110 https://cran.r-hub.io/web/packages/

glmnet/index.html

Complexheatmap v.2.2.0 Gu et al.111 https://jokergoo.github.io/

ComplexHeatmap-reference/book/

Metascape Zhou et al.112 https://metascape.org
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the corresponding author,

Yves Lévy (yves.levy@aphp.fr).

Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique materials.

Data and code availability
d The RNA-Sequencing data generated in this publication have been deposited in NCBI’s Gene Expression Omnibus and are

accessible through GEO Series accession number GSE232633 (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?

acc=GSE232633).

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the lead contact upon request.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Eligible, healthy adult volunteers were recruited into a multi-centre, randomised, placebo-controlled, observer blind Ebola vaccine

trial, held in Europe; EBL2001 (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier NCT02416453; registered 15th April 2015, https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/

show/NCT02416453?term=VAC52150EBL2001&draw=2&rank=2). Age, sex and ethnicity of the volunteers are indicated in the sup-

plemental Table 1.

Study participants and samples
This observed-blind, phase 2, randomized, placebo-controlled trial was conducted in seven hospitals in France (Creteil, Lyon, Paris,

Rennes, Saint-Etienne, Strasbourg, and Tours) and two sites in the UK. Healthy adults aged 18 to 65 years received an injection with

monovalent Ad26.ZEBOV encodingthe GP of the Ebola Zaire virus (Mayinga variant), followed by a second injection with multivalent

MVA-BN-Filo encoding the GP of the Sudan and Zaire Ebola viruses and Marburg virus, together with Tai Forest virus nucleoprotein

(Janssen Vaccines and Prevention B.V., the Netherlands and Bavarian Nordic, Denmark). Participants were randomly assigned into

three Groups (1, 2, and 3) to receive one dose of Ad26.ZEBOV followed by MVA-BN-Filo on Day 29, 57, or 85, respectively. Whole

blood samples collected into Tempus Blood RNA tubes (ThermoFisher Scientific) from 50 donors aged between 33 and 57 years,

enrolled in France, were analyzed for this study (Table 1). Blood samples were taken at baseline of the Ad26.ZEBOV and MVA-

BN-Filo injections and 3 h, 1 day, and 7 days later before storage at�80�C (Figure 1A). The number of samples used in the transcrip-

tome analysis in each time point were reported in the Table 2.

METHOD DETAILS

Assessment of ebola virus GP binding antibody concentrations
Total IgG Ebola virus glycoprotein-specific binding antibody concentrations were measured by use of an Ebola virus glycoprotein

Filovirus Animal Non-Clinical Group ELISA at Q2 Solutions Laboratories (San Juan Capistrano, CA, USA).16

RNA extraction, library preparation, and sequencing
Total RNA was purified from whole blood using the Tempus Spin RNA Isolation Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). RNA was quantified

using the Quant-iT RiboGreen RNA Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and quality control performed on a Bioanalyzer (Agilent).

RNA samples were depleted of globin mRNA using the Globinclear Kit (Invitrogen) prior to mRNA library preparation using

NEBNext single cell/low input RNA library prep kit for Illumina (NEBNext Biolab). Libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq
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2500 V4 system. Sequencing quality control was performed using Sequence Analysis Viewer (SAV). FASTQ files were generated on

the Illumina BaseSpace Sequence Hub. Transcript reads were aligned to the hg18 human reference genome using Salmonv0.8.2102

and quantified relative to annotation model ‘‘hsapiens-gene-ensembl’’ recovered from the R package biomaRt v2.42.1.101 Quality

control of the alignment was performed via MultiQC v1.4.102 Finally, counts were normalized as log2 counts per million.

Differential gene expression analysis
Differential gene expression analysis was performed with the dearseq package using mixed models with variance component test31

to test the significance of differentially expressed genes at each post-injection time point of interest (3 h, 1 day, 7 days) compared to

their respective baseline time points (1st or 2nd injection). The differentially expressed genes with adjusted p values (false discovery

rate) % 0.05 and fold-change in expression R log2 0.58 (corresponding to a value of 1.5) were subjected to functional enrichment

analysis using Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA , Qiagen, https://www.qiagenbioinformatics.com/products/ingenuity-pathway-

analysis) and Metascape112 (https://metascape.org), and to pathway enrichment analysis using the cluster Profiler R package.104

The tile plots were produced using the ggplot2 R package.105

Cell deconvolution analysis
The cell composition was inferred using the CIBERSORT algorithm,72 implemented in the tidybulk package in R Bioconductor.106 The

proportion of immune cells is shown in a boxplot. Only cell populations that showed a significative difference between groups (Welch

t test p value %0.05) are displayed.

Construction of a protein–protein interactions (PPI) network
The interaction network among proteins encoded by candidate DEGswas established by importing genes into the STRING database

v11.5 (http://string-db.org).107 To remove PPI that were inconsistent from the dataset, we used the standard cut-off for the

confidence interaction score R0.4. Cytoscape108 was used to construct the protein interaction association network and analyze

the interaction association of the candidate DEGs. The node color represents the Z score of the mean of expression across patients

for each time point.

Molecular Complex Detection (MCODE) and identification
Cytoscape version 3.8.2 software was used for the gens network visualization. The MCODE plug-in109 of the Cytoscape tool was

used to visualize the significant gene modules in each network, with a cut-off k-core = 5 by default.

Identification of DEGs correlating with antibody response after MVA-BN-FILO injection
For the determination of the DEGs that correlate with specific antibody production at 21 days post-MVA-BN-Filo and 364 days post-

Ad26.ZEBOV vaccinations, we performed Lasso regression approach80 using the 100 most modulated genes among the DEGs

(FDR-adjusted p value%0.05; ranked by fold-change) at a given time point as the candidate correlates X variables with antibody

levels (day 21 post-2nd injection and day 364 pot-1st injection) as the response variable Y variables. The plots showing top ranked

genes were produced using glmnet R package.113 The Lasso coefficients provides information on a level of positive or negative

association with the level of the EBOLA virus GP specific antibody response. The Lasso regression includes a regularization that

shrinks insignificant variables completely to zero and removes them from the model. It thus results in a variable selection. We

have also indicated the variation for each gene as expressed in log2 fold change, compared to before vaccination.

Heatmap
ComplexHeatmap (v.2.2.0) was used for all heat maps.111 All analysis were performed in the R (v.3.6.3) environment.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Statistical analyses of differentially expressed genes at each post-injection time point of interest (3 h, 1 day, 7 days) compared to their

respective baseline time points were performed with the dearseq package using mixed models with variance component test.31

Differentially expressed genes with adjusted p values%0.05 and fold-change in expressionR log2 0.58 were considered statistically

significant. The cell composition inferred using the CIBERSORT algorithm72 was considered significantly different between groups

when Welch t test p value %0.05. The DEGs that correlate with specific antibody production at 21 days post-MVA-BN-Filo and

364 days post-Ad26.ZEBOV vaccinations, were determined with the Lasso regression approach80 using the 100 most modulated

genes among the DEGs (FDR-adjusted p value%0.05; ranked by fold-change) as the candidate correlates X variables with antibody

levels as the response variable Y variables.
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